WATCHES & WONDERS MIAMI EXCEEDS EXPECTATIONS, BECOMING THE NEW MUST-ATTEND EVENT FOR LUXURY CONSUMERS

New Product Introductions, Interactive Programming And A Full Weekend Of Event Activations Draw Record Crowds To The Miami Design District

Miami, February 19, 2019 – In just two years, Watches & Wonders Miami (WWM), presented by the Fondation Haute Horlogerie (FHH) and the Miami Design District Associates (MDDA), has captured the attention of luxury consumers with its access to the latest new products from 30 of the world’s leading watch and jewelry maisons, along with a robust offering of interactive educational programming and integrated partnerships with both the Miami Concours and the Miami Yacht Show. The three-day event, taking place over the popular Presidents Day Weekend, attracted nearly 28,000 attendees to the Miami Design District—an astonishing 40% increase from last year’s inaugural event.

“We could not be more pleased with the results of Watches & Wonders Miami 2019,” stated Fabienne Lupo, Chairwoman and Managing Director of the Foundation Haute Horlogerie. “In addition to the significant growth and expansion that we’ve been able to achieve, there has been overwhelmingly positive feedback from attendees. Our exhibiting maisons are also thrilled with the success and we are already talking about plans for next year.”
“From watch connoisseurs and car fanatics to locals and first time visitors, we welcomed more people than ever before to the Miami Design District this weekend for the return of Watches and Wonders,” said Craig Robins, CEO of Dacra Development and developer of the Miami Design District. “Foot traffic almost doubled from last year, a sign of a remarkably successful event which could not have been possible without our partners the FHH, Miami Concours and the Miami Yacht Show. As Watches and Wonders continues to grow, we can’t wait to see what next year’s edition will bring to the vibrant city of Miami!"

A Thursday night pre-opening cocktail party at Design District hot spot, Swan, brought together industry executives, top collectors and Miami’s best and brightest, kicking off a weekend of festivities that also included a special concert in the Palm Court by the Miami Symphony Orchestra which composed a new score especially for the event. Exhibiting maisons presented their latest collections featuring extraordinary one-of-a-kind creations and the most sought-after new introductions, while also treating guests to a range of compelling events and activations from lively conversations with celebrated watchmakers and master craftsmen, to art installations, rooftop soirees and intimate dinners with industry leaders and legends.

Many exhibitors such as Dior, Girard-Perregaux, Hublot, HYT and Ulysse Nardin used WWM as the ideal platform to hold major global new product launches to an audience of luxury consumers, industry influencers and media. And for CEOs such as Jean-Marc Pontroué of Panerai and Patrick Pruniaux of Ulysee Nardin and Girard-Perregaux, as well as Grégory Dourde of HYT, Pierre Jacques of De Bethune, Edouard Meylan of H. Moser & Cie., Christelle Rosnoblet of Speake-Marin, Marco Tedeschi of RJ, and master watchmakers Romain Gauthier and Kari Voutilainen, WWM offered a rare opportunity for them to connect directly with their fans and future collectors and share their savoir faire.

With its ongoing mission to further fine watchmaking education globally, the FHH organized three full days of sold-out workshops, conferences and panel discussions that featured an impressive line-up of CEOs, leading retailers and notable journalists. Dynamic speakers such as Ann Micklos from NASA, who showcased the watch that survived the Columbia space shuttle disaster, along with dedicated women’s tracks, and
lively discussions on topics ranging from social media to insider tips on collecting, helped draw more than 500 attendees to the educational sessions.

On Sunday, red carpet lined 39th Street and some of the world’s rarest and most collectible automobiles were on display for WWM guests as part of the Miami Concours. A 1949 Alfa Romeo 6C 2500 SS won Best of Show and automotive legend Horacio Pagani was also honored. The nearby 31st annual Miami Yacht Show Record crowds visited the nearby Miami Yacht Show, in its new location at One Herald Plaza, also added even more “wonder” to the weekend with nearly 500 extraordinary yachts and superyachts on display, including the 300+ foot ‘Kismet’.

The FHH and MDDA have confirmed that Watches & Wonders Miami will return for a third consecutive year in 2020 to once again offer attendees exceptional access to latest watch and jewelry novelties from the world’s leading maisons, as well as unique educational and experiential opportunities for all.

High resolution images and video content are available for download at:

@watchesandwondersmiami
#watchesandwondersmiami
@miamidesigndistrict
#atMDD

The 30 maisons that participated in Watches & Wonders Miami are:

**Boutiques**

A. Lange & Söhne
Bvlgari
Cartier
*Dior
Hublot

IWC
Jaeger-LeCoultre
Louis Vuitton
*OMEGA
Panerai
Piaget
*Sevan Biçakçi
Tag Heuer

*Tiffany & Co.
Vacheron Constantin
Van Cleef & Arpels

Grand Pop-Up Exhibition Spaces

Audemars Piguet
*Girard-Perregaux
RJ

*Roger Dubuis
*Ulysse Nardin
*Zenith

Pop-Up Exhibition Spaces

*Chopard
*De Bethune
F.P. Journe
*H. Moser & Cie.

*HYT
Kari Voutilainen
Romain Gauthier
*Speake-Marin

*Indicates a new participating brand

Fondation Haute Horlogerie
The Fondation Haute Horlogerie (FHH) was established in 2005 by Audemars Piguet, Girard-Perregaux and the Richemont Group. Headquartered, in Geneva, Switzerland, the FHH strives to promote awareness, understanding and interest in Fine Watchmaking around the world through education, training and specialized events. The FHH works in conjunction with 44 partner brands that provide financial support and assistance with project implementation.

Miami Design District Associates
The Miami Design District is a neighborhood dedicated to innovative fashion, design, architecture and dining experiences. The Miami Design District is owned by Miami Design District Associates, a partnership between Dacra, founded and owned by visionary entrepreneur Craig Robins, and L Real Estate Catterton, a global real estate development and investment fund, specializing in creating luxury shopping destinations. Together Dacra and L Real Estate Catterton have actively transformed the once-overlooked area of Miami into a
vibrant destination for residents and visitors by presenting the best shopping, cultural and culinary experiences within an architecturally significant context. The vision for a rejuvenated Design District — responsive to its historic, urban and tropical context — was codified in an urban master plan developed by the award-winning master planners Duany Plater-Zyberk, with the additional participation of architects including Walter Chatham, Hariri and Hariri, Juan Lezcano, Terence Riley, and Alison Spear. The Miami Design District embodies a singular dedication to the unity of design, fashion, art and architecture, and a commitment to encourage a neighborhood comprised of creative experiences.
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